
AN AWARD-WINNING COMMUNITY 
BY TELLIGENT FOR CNV 
PROFESSIONALS

THE RESULTS: 
OPEN, EXPERIENCED 

PERSONAL

Background

CNV Professionals and internet bureau theFactor.e from The Netherlands, have been strategic 
partners for the past two years for the trade union’s online activities. Following the launch of 
a new website and various apps, CNV wanted and needed to find ways to get closer to their 
members. They wanted more personal communication, more knowledge, and experience 
sharing. They were also looking for a creative way to give members greater influence on which 
subjects would be included in negotiations, and how these should be handled. This led to the 
plan to develop an online community about work, income and collective labour agreements 
(CLA). The new platform was given the fitting Dutch name, www.jeachterban.nl, which means 
‘your members’.

CNV Professionals took an exciting and innovating online step. They decided to invest in an 
innovative solution that would be relevant and valuable for their target group. With this online 
community, CNV Professionals is going much further than the methods usually used in the 
sector. Members, but also nonmembers, are actively invited to share their questions and 
ideas on work and income. This allows the members of the community to help each other, to 
quickly call in help from CNV Professionals experts, vote and react on negotiating positions, 
and learn from each other. CNV Professionals, in turn, learns a lot about the community and 
what is on the minds of the Dutch working population. Thanks to this valuable information, 
CNV Professionals is able to provide better support to their members, for example, during 
CLA negotiations.

Choosing a solution

For the technical realization of the community, a new product was selected: Telligent® 
Community™. Telligent Community is a solid and comprehensive platform that is easy to
connect to the existing content management system and develop in line with it, and with the
system that forms the basis of all the other online activities by CNV Professionals: Sitecore.
The unique thing about Telligent Community is that it also offers an existing ‘ideas function’,
giving members greater influence. This enables community members to exert influence
more directly, faster and easily than in the past, about which topics should be included in
negotiations with employers, and how CNV should handle them. Telligent Community helps 
ensure that the Dutch working population has a future-proof online community that can 
continue to add value for both the members and for the organization
itself.

Relevancy

How can you ensure you’re relevant for members, and how can technology help? That
was quite a challenge! The target group is, after all, as wide as Dutch society itself.



So, reaching these people and convincing them to become a member of the community 
posed a larger challenge.
Thanks to scrum, an iterative working 
method, this process went extremely 
smoothly. Scrum gives you short lines of 
communication, generates direct discussion 
about demands and requirements, and can 
quickly convert expertise and wishes into 
something concrete. In a short space of time, 
our collaborative step-by-step approach 
ensured we were able to develop the best 
applications that the organization needed.

Benefits

The benefits of the digital future are now also available to CNV Professionals. 
Telligent continues to provide additional applications that support the further growth and 
development of the community. And, as you can expect from a developer of community 
software, Telligent also have their own community for developers and end users, which is a 
constant source of expertise. This is also where CNV Professionals can find lots of information 
about how the software works and how to implement it, as well as about new developments 
and applications. CNV Professionals are delighted to have access to all this up-to- date 
expertise and know-how.

The results: open, experienced and personal



The community has been active since November 2015, and CNV Professionals is delighted
with the results thus far. Interaction is considerable and got off the ground quickly, just as
they hoped. Within two months, more than 400 questions had come in via the community
channel! CNV Professionals and the active members involved are now working together on
the growth and development of a lively and relevant community.

Thanks to Telligent analytics, CNV Professionals has the ability to manage the results
accurately. They analyze the data regarding how people use the community, and use this to
add new applications and improvements. Their goal is to make the community even easier 
and more relevant for both the members and for CNV Professionals, so both can create a 
stronger Dutch working population together.

The Success! 

CNV Professionals and theFactor.e won 
the de Dutch Interactive Award in 2016! 
Good cooperation, relevance and state 
of-the art technology ensured that CNV 
Professionals was able to bring home this 
prestigious ‘internet Oscar’ for the CNV 
Professionals integrated platform. The 
Telligent Community is a crucial part of 
this integrated platform. And everyone at 
CNV Professionals agrees: this is just the 
beginning.

cnv professionals    Telligent    theFactor.e

https://www.cnvvakmensen.nl/
https://www.telligent.com/
http://tfe.nl


Project facts & figures 

CNV Professionals and theFactor.e won the de Dutch Interactive Award in 2016! Good 
cooperation, relevance and state of-the art technology ensured that CNV Professionals was 
able to bring home this prestigious ‘internet Oscar’ for the CNV Professionals integrated 
platform. The Telligent Community is a crucial part of this integrated platform. And everyone 
at CNV Professionals agrees: this is just the beginning.

• The team consisted of the following disciplines; 
 ○ Technical Consultant
 ○ Scrum Master
 ○ Front-End Developer
 ○ .NET Developers
 ○ Tester
 ○ Designer and Interaction Designer for custom work

• In this project we have modified and extended functionality, the weight within the team 
was on .NET Development and Frond-End development.

• In addition to the configuration of standard functionality in Telligent we have done custom 
made development (at the request of CNV). The custom made functionality were:

 ○ Account coupling with ‘mijn CNV’
 ○ Custom login flow
 ○ Newly designed theme
 ○ Extending existing widgets to our needs and design. 
 ○ Adding widgets for eg. Questionnaire
 ○ Added cookiewall
 ○ Activation flow added
 ○ Mobile App
 ○ Upgrade to new version of Telligent.

• 6 sprints of 2 weeks. Total duration in time: 12 weeks
• Budget: 170.000 Euro
• Important notes: 

 ○ If you do not modify or add functionality, .NET development decreases significantly. 
 ○ Making a new theme in existing Telligent functionality can be done almost complete 

solely by Front-End developer. 


